
Urban Navigation in the Third Dimension

Enhanced 3D City Models



NAVTEQ® Maps are Everywhere

Trip Planning

In-Dash Telematics Internet

Fleet

Cell PhonesMobile

Enterprise Government

NAVTEQ is the leading provider of the digital map, traffic and location data that 

powers many of the world’s most innovative navigation applications



Broad Visual Portfolio for Next-Generation Applications
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Deliver the right content to consumers at the right time (location-based)

Enable enhanced navigation through visual guidance

Provide the user with meaningful visual cues

Feature realistic and advanced game scenes by integrating real-life 3D map data



3D Landmarks and 

3D City Models

Better

Portable Navigation 

Devices

Enhanced 3D 

City Models

Best

Built-in Automotive 

Navigation Devices

In the City

Enables improved orientation in unfamiliar areas

3D Landmarks 

and Footprints

Good

Smartphones



Available in COLLADA File Format
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Supports multiple hardware profiles: image delivery can be 

tailored to a device’s capabilities

Compatible with most common graphics APIs

Meta-data storage capabilities: individual elements such as 

buildings, roads and POIs and their descriptions can be linked 

to associated graphics

What does this mean to you?



What Data do We Deliver to You?

Collada DAE, XML schemas (XSD)

PNG textures

Documentation



Collada File

Contains 

Multiple 

References 

to:

Model Reference Structure

Xref

Stands for: External Reference

References external Collada files with 

separate geometry, such as vegetation 

objects (trees, shrubs), 3D landmarks 

and additional models

Placement is ‚commented‘ in main 

MJO/ECM Collada file, but the actual 

geometry and texture data is offloaded in 

a separate file

Reduces a large amount of lines from 

Collada format, therefore optimizing file 

size of main MJO/ECM file

Allows for easy modification of a single 

object, which may be referenced 

numerous times in main MJO/ECM file

External Collada file

(traffic lights, signs...)

External Collada file

(Petrol stations etc...)

“External Collada file

(3D landmarks)



Tiling

Image below contains 4x4 tiles  (see left image)

Each tile is a separate Collada DAE file



Traffic splines coded into Collada
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Customizable Textures

Easily change the look of a building with texture replacement



Lighting Test 1



Lighting Test 2



Shadowing



Gallery: Chicago



Gallery: Chicago



Gallery: Chicago



NAVTEQ Network for Developers™ (NN4D)

NN4D.com

Differentiate 

apps with 

superior location 

content

NN4D empowers developers with 

the knowledge and resources 

needed to develop the hottest, 

most differentiated location-

based applications

Mapping APIs and SDKs for mobile, 

Internet and desktop app 

development

Free sample map, traffic and POI 

downloads, and the tutorials and 

sample code to use them

App Differentiation

www.NN4D.com



Live Demo

Live demonstration of the NT 3D Content Viewer within a sample city (e.g. Chicago)
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